We give an S-matrix-theoretic demonstration that if the Higgs-boson mass exceeds M, = (8m'/3GF)", parital-wave unitarity is not respected by the tree diagrams for two-body scattering of gauge bosons, and the weak interactions must become strong at high energies. We exhibit the relation of this bound to the structure of the Higgs-Goldstone Lagrangian, and speculate on the consequences of strongly coupled HiggsGoldstone systems. Prospects for the observation of massive Higgs scalars are noted.
I. INTRODUCTION Unified gauge theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions provide an attractive framework for the interpretation of weak-interaction phenomena. ' Such theories are universal in the prediction that existing data explore only the lowenergy tail of a spectrum of yet-to-be-discovered particles. The 
The four graphs in Fig 
Further assessment of the meaning of this result and the various possibilities that follow from it will take up the succeeding sections. At The identification of the physical Weinberg-Salam model amplitudes which are dominant at high energies with the amplitudes of the underlying HiggsGoldstone system enables us to understand the simple eigenchannel structure of the high-energy t matrix. This structure is a manifestation of the symmetries of the Higgs-Goldstone interaction Lagrangian (3.9) which controls the high-energy limit. (In this limit the mass terms are irrelevant. ) Consider first the exact O(3) symmetry of the interaction Lagrangian (3.9) in the space labeled by sv"av"and z, where
The eigenvectors of the matrix (3.14) correspond to the channels 2w'w +zz (I= 0) (3.20)
The singlet corresponds to the eigenvector of the f matrix with the largest eigenvalue -, ' x ( G+M"'/ 4vv 2 ) . Of the elements of the nonet, three denote channels that are electrically neutral. It is convenient to choose the combinations (9)»+ (9)~= -w'w + z zz + z hh, (9)"-(9)"=zz -hh, (9)"=hz, (3.21a Our concern is the behavior of the theory when the Higgs boson h becomes very massive while the Goldstone particles av, zo, z remain massless. In terms of the parameters of the interaction Lagrangian (3.9), this is the regime X 1 with v fixed. Under these conditions the yarticle h is highly unstable against decays into channels with two or more Goldstone bosons. It is therefore ayyropriate to consider only the two couyled neutral channels and zz. The O(3) symmetry of the interaction Lagrangian (3.9) then separates the coupled-channel problem into two single-channel problems for 1=0 (2w'w +zz) and I= 2 (w'w--zz).
In the tree apyroximation the J = 0 partial-wave amplitudes are given by (3.14) as a"="(s)= 2A(s) yB(s), a"="(s) =B(s), excluded by the crude calculations we are about to discuss, but we have no arguments for its inevitability. Indeed, our investigations suggest that unitarity forces a very massive Higgs particle pole to migrate into the complex s plane far from the physical sheet, so the I = 0, J = 0 channel becomes nonresonant.
A number of important caveats are in order before we pursue this discussion any further. As we have applied it, the N/D technique is an implementation of elastic unitarity which should be limited in validity to the region 4M~'&s &16M~'. Furthermore, the solutioa we shall describe is the first-order determinantal approximation"a" which is likely to be inadequate for very strong couylings.
While both of these approximations could be improved, our very rough computation has revealed nothing which motivates us to undertake a more thorough exploration of the strongly coupled system. We display in Fig. 12 where x=4Mv'/M"' and x'=4Mx'/M"'=x/cos'8~. The resulting partia1 decay widths are shown in Fig. 13 o(e'e--HZ) (1 -4xv+8xv') o(e'e--p, +p ) 128x'(1 -xv)' 
